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Introduction

A non-associative algebr A is clled automorphic if it admits group of
uutomorphisms G which transitively permutes its one-dimensional subspaces.
The following result was announced in [1] and proved in [2].

PROPOSITION. Let A be a finite-dimensional automorphic algebra with
ground field GF(q). If q 2 then either A 0 or A has no zero divisors.

The object of this note is to clarify the conclusion of the proposition by
proving the following"

TEOaEM. Let A be a finite automorphic algebra over GF(q) and suppose
q > 2. Then either A 0 or A is GF(q) itself.

Since it was shown in [2] that if q 2, there exists n automorphic algebr
without zero divisors of every dimension, the ubove theorem gives best-
possible criterion on dim (A) and q that a finite automorphic algebr be u
zero lgebra.
We require few introductory lemmas.

LEMM 1. If A is a finite automorphic algebra over GF(q), and A admits an
automorphism which takes some element in A to a distinct scalar multiple of
itself, then A has zero divisors.

Proof. This is Lemm 5 of [2].

LEMM 2. If A is a finite automorphic algegra over GF(q) and A O, then

(1) (q 1, Aut (A) I) 1.

Proof. Suppose r were prime divisor of q 1 und g was an uutomorphism
of A hving order r. Then A has a basis of g -eigenvectors. Since g 1,
by Lemma 1, A hs zero divisors. Since 2 _< r _< q 1, q > 2; bythe propo-
sition A 0, against hypothesis. Thus (1) holds.

Proof of the theorem
From this point onward we shll assume that A is finite automorphic

algebr over GF(q) satisfying the following hypotheses"

(i) A 0,
(ii) q>2,
(iii) A GF(q).
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To prove the theorem it suffices to show that no such algebra A satisfying
(i), (ii), and (iii) exists. We shall achieve this by deducing from hypotheses
(i), (ii) and (iii) a series of results ((A) through (E) below) which are in-
compatible.

(A) A has no zero divisors and equation (1) holds.

Proof. The first clause follows from hypothesis (i) and Lemma 2.
second follows from (i), (ii), and the proposition.

The

(B) Aut (A contains no subgroup which is transitive on the 1-dimensional
subspaces of A and has order prime to q.

Proof. Setq p’andn dim(A). Let us assumeG_ Ant(A) isa
p’-group transitive on the 1-dimensional subspaces of A. We shall achieve
a contradiction by a series of short steps.

(a) (q-- 1, n) 1

Suppose a prime divides q 1 and n. Since A is automorphic, GI is
divisible by the number of 1-dimensional subspaces 1
0 mod t, so divides G ]. This contradicts (1) and so (a) holds.

(b) n > 2

Suppose dim (A) 1. For nonzero a A, a aa, for some a in GF(q).
--1From (A), a 0. Set e a a. Thene e and,--+,e defines an iso-

morphism GF(q) -+ A. This contradicts (iii).
Now suppose n 2. By (a), q is a power of 2 and q - 1 is divisible by

an odd prime r. Lemma 10 (part (a)) of [2] shows that G contains a cyclic
irreducible St-subgroup S of order rk dividing q -t- 1. A generator g of S
also acts on the algebra A (R) K with eigenbasis In0, ul} where ui is associated
with the root 0q*, i 0, 1, 0 is a primitive rk-th root, and K GF(q) (0).
The products u u. are also g-eigenvectors with roots 0qi’qj. Since Oq.O

0l+qisnot0or0q,uou 0. SinceA 0, (A (R) K) 0 so one of u and
u is nonzero. In either case the equation 0q is forced, so q 2 mod rk.
Butq------ -lmodrwhencer 3. It follows thatq+ l is a power of 3 so
q 2or8. By (ii),q 8, so9divides]GI and this contradictsr* 3.

(c) G contains a normal irreducible self-centralizing cyclic subgroup C
whose index divides n.

Let be the set of prime divisors of G for which elements of prime order
r in G act irreducibly on A. Then if G contains a normal St-subgroup S for
r e , then C Ca(S,) satisfies the role of C in (c) by Lemma 10 of [2]. Thus
we may assume G contains no normal S,-subgroups for r e v. By the fun-
damental trichotomy in Theorem 3 of [2], either G/Z(G) --- LF(2, n - 1)
where 2n 1 is a prime or contains at most the prime n + 1. In the former
case GI is even so by (1) q is even. In this case (A) holds. In the latter
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cse, by (b) nd Lemm 13 of [2], n 4 nd q 3 or else n 6 ---nd q 3
or 5. All of these contradict (). Thus (c) holds.

(d) Le c C I. There exis integers a, b, wih 0
b <_ n 1, such tha 1 qa qb mod c. q has exponen n mod c.

Let x generate C, let be primitive c-th root of unity, nd let K
GF(q) (). Since x cts irreducibly on A, the ction of x on A (R) K
volves full set of lgebriclly conjugate eigenroots i 0, n 1
Thus q hs exponent n rood c. Since (i) forces (A (R) K) 0, the product
of t least two x-eigenvectors is non-zero. This forces the congruence
1 q =-- q mod c. By multiplying through by q- if necessary, we my
ssume a _< n/2.

(e) Clis not divisible by 1 - q q-; viz. C G.

Let c be a multiple of l q - q-. Letandbbedefinedsin
(d). If 1 W qa then a 0 nd q 2 ginst (ii). Thus he congru-
ence in (d) involves distinct integers. It follows that oae of them exceeds
c. Sinceb_< n- 1, q < c, by (b). Thusl

(f) Set d =gcd (n, 1 q - + q-). Then

(f-l) c is a multiple of (l/d)(1 + q + + q-)
(f-2) d>q.
(f-3) n is not a prime.

Since C is normal cyclic subgroup of G, C is (1/2)-transitive on the 1-dimen-
sional subspces of A. Since (q 1, C I) 1 by (a), c divides 1 -{- q W
W q-. Since [G’C] divides n, c (i/m)(1 W q - q-) where m
divides n. Since c is n integer, m divides 1 W q W -t- q- so m divides
d. Thus(f-l) holds.

Since q 2 forces 1 -t- q q one of 1 qa nd q exceeds

(l/d)(1 - q + + q-).
Thus either d(1 q) or dq exceeds 1 W q W W q-. Since mx (a, b)
_< n-- 1, wehaved >_ q. Ifd q, (A) holds. Thusd > q.

If n is prime, d 1 orn. d 1 contradicts (f-2) sod n. Sinced
dividesl q-t- -t- q-,q 1 modn. Alsoq q--- 1 modn.
Thus q 1 modn since gcd(n, n 1) 1. Thus q > n _> d ginst
(f-2). Hence (f-3).

(g) n

_
14.

Lemma 14 of [2] asserts that if q > 2 and n :> 14 then

(2) q(/)n _< (l/n)(1 - q -t-
Thus if we suppose n > 14, it follows that since d > 1, (by (f-2)),

q’ - q > (l/d)(1 + q - - qn-)
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implies max(m1, m2) :> (-)nwhenever0 _< m _< n-- 1, i 1, 2. For
any integerm, let be defined by 0 _< _< n- 1, m modn. From
(d) and(f-1),foreach/ 0, 1, ,n- 1,

q]’ ..]_ q(+a)- =__ q(b+)-- mod c.

Since n > 14, this implies that for each/, one of the exponents (/c, (/ q- a)
(b -t- ])-) lies in the inverval [()n, n -1]. As n > 14 and only three ex-
ponents are involved, this is clearly impossible for some/c. Hence (g).

(h) n 4.

By (b) and (f-3), n is a composite integer between 4 and 14, so n 4, 6,
8, 9, 10, 12 or 14.

If n 4, by (ii) and (f-2), q 3. This contradicts (a).
If n 6, q 3, 4 or 5. All contradict
Ifn 8, q= 4by(ii) and(f-2). Then 1+ q + + q7 is odd sod= 1
against (f-2).
Ifn 9, q 3, 5, 8by (ii) andn > q. Ifq 3, d lagainst (f-2).

If q 5 or 8, and 3 divides d, then q 1 q2 mod 3 so q 1 mod 3, against
d > q (f-2). Thus d 1 against (f-2).
Ifn 10, by (ii), (a) andn > q,q 4or8. Then d is odd, sod 5.
Sinceql--- 1 q* (a) q4modd, q2 lmoddsoq 4. Then

1 + qa=__ q mod(-)(1-t- q+ +q)

where a _< 5. Then as 5(1 + qa) < q-t- qT, we have

5q> 1-t-q+ +q.
This forces b 9 and so

q+ q+l--- 1 mod(})(1 +q+ +q).

This is an absurdity as both sides are less than the modulus.
If n 12, q is a power of 2 between 4 and 12 such that q 1 is prime to

12. Thusq= 8. Then as d is an odd divisor of12 and d 1, d= 3. Then

q q- q > (1/2)(1 q- q q- q- qU)

and q 8, forces max (ml, m) 10 or 11. Since I/c, (/ q- a)-, (/ q- b)-
does not contain the residues 10 or 11 for all/, the congruence in (d) cannot
hold.
Ifn 14, therq 14 andd 7. Then

ql + q, > (+)(1 + q + + qa)

forces max (ml, m2) 12 or 13, since 14qlt < qta. Again since {k, (/ + a)-,
(k + b)-} does not have non-empty intersection with {12, 13} for all k 0,
1, 13, the congruence in (d) cannot hold.
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This final contradiction between (g) and (h) proves (B).
(C) The square of every element in A is a scalar multiple of itself.
Proof. By (B), G Aut (A) has a non-trivial S-subgroup S, where

p8 q. Then A1 C(S) is a non-trivial subalgebra of A. By the Burn-
side fusion theorem, if Q is a p-complement in No(S), then Q induces a
p’-group of automorphisms of the subalgebra A1 which acts transitively on
its 1-dimensional subspaces. Since by (A), A has no zero divisors, neither
does A. Thus A satisfies (i) and (ii). It now follows from the fact that
(i), (ii), and (iii) imply (B) that the algebra A cannot satisfy all three
hypotheses. Hence (iii) fails for A and so dim A1 1. Since A is auto-
morphic, every 1-dimensional subspace is a subalgebra and (C) holds.

D A is not commutative.

Proof. By (C), for any non-zero x e A there exists a scalar a such that
x axx. By replacing x by an appropriate scalar multiple of itself, we may
suppose x is an idempotent (this is the argument in (A) part (a) applied to
the subalgebra GF(q)x). By (iii) dim A >_ 2. Thus we can find two
linearly independent idempotents x, y in A, and from (C).

(3) (x - Oy) x -- 02y z70(xy + yx) a+ o(X -- Oy)

for any 0 e GF(q).
Now suppose A were commutative. Putting 0 1 in equation (3), we

see that 2xy is a multiple of x - y. Putting 0 --1 in (3), (x y)2 is a
scalar multiple of both x -- y and x y. It follows from the linear inde-
pendence of x and y that GF(q) has characteristic 2. Then (3) yields x --Oy is a scalar multiple of x -t- 0y forcing 0 1 or 0. As 0 is an arbitrary ele-
ment of GF(q) q 2 contradicting (ii). Thus A is non-commutative.
The final contradiction now occurs in

(E) A is commutative.

Proof. Define a new algebra B A (-t-, o) where B A as vector spaces
over GF(q) and a new product is defined by

(4) xoy xyWyx.

Then B is a non-associative algebra satisfying (ii) and (iii). It is easily veri-
fied that if g e Aut (A), then (x o y) x o yO and so there is an embedding
Aut (A) -- Aut (B). Thus B is also a finite automorphie algebra. If
hypothesis (i) also held for B, then by (D), B would be non-commutative.
Since B is patently commutative, (i) must fail. Thus B 0. This forces
A to be antieommutative. Now if GF(q) were odd, x -x 0 for all
x cA, contradicting (A). Thus GF(q) has characteristic 2 and this now
makes A commutative.
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The contradiction between (D) nd (E) exhibits the incompatibility of
hypotheses (i), (ii), and (iii) and completes the proof of the theorem.

Remark. The proof does not utilize induction at any point.
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